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G.O.E
WASTER DIGESTER, BIOCATALYST AND ODOUR ELIMINATOR
“Putting biotechnology to work for mankind”.
What is G.O.E and why is it so Good?
G.O.E. is a unique blend of naturally occurring enzymes, polysaccharides (natural sugars)
electrolytes, combined with natural citrus extracts and coconut surfactants. This composition is at
the forefront of modern biotechnology, an area in which Australia’s position is foremost.
G.O.E’s action is a very simple one. Immediately it is released into waste organic matter, it starts
breaking down large chunks into a smaller more acceptable form (predigestion) thus allowing the
natural bacteria in the system to reactivate and degrade it rapidly and completely. The result is
odour free, cleaner waste with fewer complaints from Councils and your neighbours.
There are many words that can be used to describe this action on waste. Some call it waste
augmentation, digestion, catalysis, bio waste reduction. The simple description is that it is a
natural way of breaking down oils, fats as well as food proteins to provide a clearer and cleaner
waste stream. Whatever the description, you will find it amazing and a great cost saver for your
business.

The Need for G.O.E
CITRUS RESOURCES, after successfully assisting in the removal of dangerous and toxic chemical
cleaners in housekeeping, schools and contract cleaning fields, over the last few years has now
focused its attention towards food production and preparation.
The reason is simple: harsh caustic cleaners, strong acid cleaners, toxic chlorine based sanitisers
and oxygen or quat based sanitisers, attack and destroy the friendly bacteria that are needed to
break down your waste matter. These products create stinking food waste odours because normal
biodegradability cannot take place.

O.H.S Problems
It is time for the food industry to look closely at its work practices and chemical selection method
for cleaning products. Technology is changing. New lower toxicity cleaning products are now
available that enhance the biodegrading process and at the same time have a more acceptable pH
to the human skin.
The technology exists to totally clean a food establishment and to sanitise all its food contact
surfaces and floors without the need for dangerous hydrocarbon emulsifiers, caustics, acids or
chemicals that permanently damage people, surfaces and the environment. CITRUS RESOURCES
has this technology.
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The Introduction of G.O.E
G.O.E. Waste Digester Biocatalyst and Odour Remover can be your company’s first step in
improving a safer and healthier workplace whilst lowering B.O.D. (lower odours) in your waste
stream.
The use of caustics and emulsifiers for dispersing of fat from your floors, and internal floor drains
only creates greater problems and odours down the line in grease traps, grease skimmers and
separators. When untreated or even half treated sewerage is allowed to by pass skimmers and
oil/fat separators because of caustic or solvent emulsification, the waste system can start to clog up
with serious consequences to the ground water. The ground water (which is important for others
who may be using it) can become polluted with the long-term use of your processing plant.
Adding G.O.E. in by continuous feed system not only keeps your plumbing free of build up, it
provides less opportunity for harmful bacteria to grow and odours to develop.
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